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Introduction 1.1

This report analyzes the Art, Not Apart event and more specifically its stakeholders, showing

how they can target specific social demographics and use this to influence the engagement of

their audience. This report will show the importance of communicating with stakeholders to

successfully keep their interest in a project and why events/projects need their support.

Targeting specific social demographics and the importance of expanding the audience to

different demographics.

Introduction 1.2 - Art, Not Apart Event

The Art, Not Apart event is a community-focused event that is held annually in Canberra, that

showcase various artwork and performances. The festival promotes all different types of art

forms including visual arts, performing arts, music, dance and anything in between presented by

local and visiting artists. Each year there is a different theme that the art addresses or conveys,

and the event provides an opportunity for artists to display their works and connect with the

community each year. The Art, Not Apart event first began in 2012 as a one-off, experimental art

event. Now it is Canberra’s largest annual contemporary arts festival. The goal is to create a

space that emphasises, rather than ignores, the connections between varying perspectives.

Giving light to the lesser-heard, lesser-seen, inspires each of us. The event has been extremely

successful thanks to a great focus on promoting the event on social media, with the official

Facebook page reaching great numbers of people. The event also has the support from the

ACT government and many stakeholders that also help plan and promote the event, (Art, Not

Apart, 2019).

Stakeholder Analysis

The Art, Not Apart event has been an annual festival for 8 years and in turn, has become the

most popular festival in Canberra. One of the reasons for this is by building trust and interest

among different stakeholders over the years. As the Art, Not Apart even has matured is has

become a permanent and legitimate part of Canberra life, this turn has led the event and its

stakeholders in becoming a unified institution with a specific purpose in mind. However, to be

able to be successful, the event needs to ensure sustained support and resources, (Suchman,



1995). The event organizers must develop a supportive network in managing its many diverse

stakeholder relationships. This is achieved by using strategies to gain, maintain, and repair the

legitimacy of the event from multiple stakeholder perspectives (Suchman, 1995). All of the

stakeholders are affected by the success of the event and in turn, have different levels of voicing

their concerns and ideas. The ACT government would have a large voice in key decisions

concerning the event because they are one of the primary stakeholders. Decisions on when and

where the event takes place, permits for food, places, and people, and proper allocation for the

funding. The ACT government will be expecting at least a stable turnout of people that don’t

show a decrease from the previous year's event. They also would want positive feedback that

people are being entertained with the event and are engaged. Even though they do not have a

great interest in the event itself, the ACT government aims to promote Canberra as a city for the

arts, this can be seen with their reasoning for the large investments the government has given

out for art exhibits and events, they do this to recognise the important part that arts and culture

play in the community and to encourage creativity, celebration, thinking and exchange. They

believe that Canberra is an influential part of the arts and cultural sector nationally and globally

and they want to share that story. The events main promoters Dionysus is also a primary

stakeholder that greatly influence the event. Dionysus implements multiple traditional and social

media channels to promote the event. This includes media partnerships with Pursuit technology

and television/video production agency Screencraft. Public relations tactics, such as an event

announcement and videos with brand CBR. By using multiple media channels to promote the

festival, the content on each channel could be crafted in a way to engage with and appeal to

different audiences. They have a great interest in the event for it to be successful, as they have

a focus on “creating strong, lasting connections with current and new partners”, (Arts.act.gov.au,

2019).

Target Audience and Engagement

The Art, Not Apart event is one of the most popular events in Canberra that reaches across

many lines to promote the Arts. However, the event has a specific key demographics that

engage in its social media presence and does not fully promote the event to other

demographics. Organisations that focus on building their social media engagement can benefit

from better marketing reach and return on investment and greater brand awareness that makes

it easier to attract new customers, (Moe, Poell and van Dijck, 2015). In Appendix 3, the graph

demonstrates the importance of age and gender as factors for the event and what the target



audience is for the event. The graph details the total page visits from unique users that the Art,

Not Apart facebook page receives weekly. The largest demographic for visiting the page is

25-34-year-old females, receiving a total 185,770 users on Facebook, this shows that the Art,

Not Apart event has the greatest interest with this young female adults. Even the largest

demographic of males interested in the event is around half that of the female audience, and

this stays almost consistent throughout all age ranges. This shows how events reach can be

greatly affected by demographics on social media platforms.

To reach a larger audience, the event and its organisers should expand the involvement of the

stakeholders. The stakeholders already help promote the event through advertisements and

social media, to be able to reach new audiences, different types of promotion are needed.

Social media usage is very universal, but facebook users that are male and of older generations

seem less interested in visiting the Art, Not Apart facebook page, so gaining more engagement

with these demographics can help increase awareness and attendance for the event. One

strategy could be to involve stakeholders that appeal to male and older demographics, this

could in turn help connect the event with these demographics. This can also help further the

main goal of the event in connecting and creating a community that shares a love of the arts.

Another strategy is to change the way the event interacts with people on social media, by

involving users that already follow the page to promote the event to people that may not be

interested. By using social media to promote the event, this can change the level of

engagement that people have with the event, and expand the audience to new people from

different demographics, (Moe, Poell and van Dijck, 2015).

Conclusion

In conclusion, the Art, Not Apart event is one of the most successful festivals in Canberra due in

part to the quality of the work and performances that are shown, and the level of engagement to

the community. The involvement of stakeholders that have helped plan, promote and execute

the event has not only created and interest in the community but also the stakeholders

themselves. The goal of the event is to bring people from all walks of life together to enjoy art,

and from the data that is given in how many people engage with the events facebook page, this

seems to be working with young adult females. The event needs to focus on reaching males

and different age groups, as more different people are engaged in the event means the goal is

closer to being successful.
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Appendix 1 - Stakeholder Analysis

Stakeholders
Types of

Organisations
Support

Power

(influence)

over the

project

Contribution to success
Potential issues/ Concerns that

may arise/Adress

ACT

Government

Governmental,

Primary/

Tertiary

Positive
High

Influence

The ACT government greatly

contributes to the success of the

event with financial funding and

designating where and when the

event can be held.

The ACT government will be

responsible for the cleanup due

to the event taking place on the

streets. Manpower from different

departments will also have to be

utilised, like the police/medical

staff.

CBR

Canberra

Governmental,

Community

Group,

Tertiary

Positive
High

Influence

CBR Canberra contributes to the

success of the event with

promotion, which will greatly

expand the audience and reach

new demographics. They also

help hire volunteers and workers

to help set up and manage the

event.

Volunteers and workers may not

have been found in time, leading

to the event being understaffed.

The weather could greatly affect

the event as well.

Dionysus
Corporation

Primary
Positive

High

Influence

Dionysus is one of the main

organisers for the event that help

plan and perform the event, they

greatly contribute if the event will

be successful or not.

The event organisers will be held

responsible for most issues that

arise during the event. If any

problems arise they may not be

prepared. The weather could be

an issue as well.

Pursuit

Technology
Corporation Positive

Low

Influence

Pursuit Technology helps promote

the event through social media

and other online media outlets,

which increases attendance.

Technology issues like the site or

video not working. If the online

promotion is faulty this could hurt

attendance and image of the

event.

Screencraft Corporation Positive
Low

Influence

Screencraft helps with television

and video production that

Technology issues like the site or

video not working. If the online



promote the event, increasing

attendance.

promotion is faulty this could hurt

attendance and image of the

event.

MG Cultural

Program/

Molonglo

Group

Corporation,

Tertiary,

Secondary

Positive
Medium

Influence

The Molonglo group helps

organise the event by hiring

artists that can help engagement

with the audience.

Some of the performers may not

show up for unforeseen

circumstances, this could cause

the event to be seen as not

having much content.
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